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Horizont Brewery is a dynamically 
developing new-wave craft brew-
ery based in Budapest. Our beers 
are on the market since 2014, and 
we have been an active partici-
pant of the Hungarian craft beer 
revolution ever since. Our bre-
whouse in the center of Budapest 
was inaugurated in 2016.

Recently, we were one of the 
breweries that started up the 
„KRAFT” initiative in August 
2016 – our aim is to differentiate 
the highest quality craft beers 
in Hungary. KRAFT is a philoso-
phy, an ethical guideline and also 
a quality assurance system. Only 
outstanding beer manufacturers 
and brewers of the country could 
be the members of this club.

Beer has started its revolution all 
over the world, and demands its 
place among the highest quali-
ty drinks. Our goal is to change 
the image of beer by creating 
exciting new beers. We want to 
put Budapest on the interna-
tional craft beer map. Our beers 
are well received internation-
ally: we have participated in a 
number of international festivals  
and competitions, and work with 
European distribution partners.

We are proud that  
our Saison Witbier was  

the overall winner of the 
Dublin Craft Beer Cup 2017.

Contact
  info@horizontsorok.hu 

  www.horizontsorok.hu

  www.facebook.com/HorizontSorok

  www.instagram.com/horizontsorok



Hoplager
 

ABV

˚b
ibu

ebc
4,5%

25

6

11˚

Style: Lager

In contrast to ales, lagers are bottom-fer-
mented, and are popular for being straight-
forward and familiar in taste. Dry hopping 
keeps all these benefits while adding an 
extra source of fun: aromatic hoppiness. 
In case of the Horizont Dry-Hopped Lager, 
American Chinook hops are used in addi-
tion to the European variety Styrian Golding 
that is often found in Pilsner-style beers. 
This recipe delivers a thoroughly refreshing 
experience - a true session beer.



Golden Ale

ABV

˚b

Style: Blonde Ale 

This style is perfect to get to know top-fer-
mented ales if you have never tried any of 
them before – or just look for a relaxing, 
non-demanding beer. Our Golden Ale is a 
mild brew with subtle maltiness and moder-
ate notes of Columbus and Sovereign hops. 
While being easy-going and nevertheless 
delicate, the ale yeast we use differentiates 
it from a standard lager beer, presenting nu-
anced fruity esters that are characteristic for 
top-fermented beers.

ibu

ebc
5,0%

18

14˚

8



Saison Witbier
 

ABV

˚b
ibu

ebc

10

7

6,0%

16˚

Style: Belgian Witbier

Our Saison Witbier combines two styles 
that are both known as refreshing summer 
beers. The Witbier style originates in Bel-
gium and typically provides a crisp, spicy, 
tingly, citrusy sip due to the addition of the 
coriander and citrus fruit zest. Instead of 
yeast strains that are normally used in Wit-
biers, we decided to use a special Belgian 
Saison yeast, which adds an extra layer of 
slightly tart, herbal and sophisticated fer-
mentation notes.

Overall 
winner
of the



Japán Búza

ABV

˚b
ibu

ebc
5,8%

20

15˚

19

Type: German Hefeweizen

Our Japanese Wheat is based on a truly 
unique recipe. At first glance, it presents it-
self as a Bavarian-style Weißbier, with all the 
citrusy and banana-like flavors that are typi-
cal to the style. The surprise comes with the 
hops: the famous Sorachi Ace, a hop variety 
with Japanese origin, adds elaborate notes 
of bubble gum and lime to the equation. The 
result is an absolutely unusual, but quite ad-
dictive and entertaining wheat beer.



American Pale Ale
 

ABV

˚b
ibu

ebc
4,5%

30

11˚

6

Type: American Pale Ale

This ale is like a Bauhaus chair: superb-
ly streamlined and endlessly elegant. Our 
APA is an easy-drinking beer that serves as 
a lighter choice for those who enjoy hoppy 
aromas, but don’t want to stick with some-
times overwhelming IPAs every time. Being 
a single hop ale, Horizont American Pale 
Ale is only brewed with Citra, a sought-after 
American hop variety that provides a pow-
erful scent of lemongrass and lime, and 
also a palate-teasing, refreshing citrusy 
flavor.

Bronze medal at the  
Alltech Craft Brews  
and Food Fair 2017



India Pale Ale

ABV

˚b
ibu

ebc
6,0%

40

16˚

12

Type: India Pale Ale

The Horizont India Pale Ale (or IPA) is not 
as shockingly bold as you may expect: it is a 
well-balanced India Pale Ale with articulat-
ed hop notes of Cascade and Magnum, but 
it is far away from those tongue-numbing 
hop grenades you find elsewhere. In terms of 
style, this beer is closer to English IPAs; only 
its aroma is rather on the American side. Al-
though having a decent amount of alcohol, 
our IPA is very sessionable, offering a deli-
cate balance of aroma, bitterness, body and 
strength.



Gentle Bastard IPA

ABV

˚b
ibu

ebc
6,0%

63

16

17˚

Type: American India Pale Ale

Our second IPA - without doubt the hoppier 
one. Yet it isn’t just about rough bitterness: 
the 63 IBU worth of Amarillo, Columbus, 
Simcoe and Mosaic are counterbalanced by a 
round, biscuity, nutty maltiness – provided by 
the famous English malt variety, Maris Otter, 
among other malts used. All those ingredi-
ents add up to a delightfully two-sided beer 
that is rough and elegant at the very same 
time - a Gentle Bastard.

Silver medal at the  
Alltech Craft Brews  
and Food Fair 2017



Düsseldorf Altbier
 

ABV

˚b
ibu

ebc
5,5%

35

13˚

28

Type: Altbier

Altbier is native to the German city of Düs-
seldorf, and is a member of the peculiar 
family of so-called hybrid beers. Brewed 
with top-fermenting yeast (like ales), but 
fermented at a low temperature (like la-
gers), it features malty notes with a dry 
mouthfeel and an articulated presence of 
noble hops which were used in the brew. 
Our Horizont Düsseldorf Altbier is an au-
thentic and fun example of this traditional 
style.



Flamand Porter
 

ABV

˚b
ibu

ebc

27

52

6,7%

17˚

Type: Porter

With our Flamand Porter, we combined a 
lot of different beer styles and brewing her-
itages that will add to the experience while 
drinking. The base is an English-style por-
ter with strong, coffee-like roastiness, but a 
couple Belgian elements are also present: 
Candi sugar is added to bump up the alco-
hol content without introducing too much 
heaviness, just like in the world-famous 
Abbey ales. The Belgian yeast strains we 
selected ferment it in a matching fashion. 
Finally, we added citrusy American hops to 
ensure a complex, harmonic and long-last-
ing experience.



Vanilla Milk Porter

ABV

˚b
ibu

ebc
5,6%

27

52

17˚

Type: Porter

Porter reloaded: slightly lower in alcohol 
than the Flamand Porter, but with the ad-
dition of vanilla beans from Uganda and the 
milk sugar (lactose), which create a unique 
complexity, richness and sweetness. This is 
the ultimate dessert beer - one of our sea-
sonal specialties

The Vanilla Milk Porter is one of our seasonal 
specialties

Silver medal at the  
Alltech Craft Brews  
and Food Fair 2017


